Remedy Candidate Prep Packet
5 KEY THINGS FOR YOU TO REMEMBER
1. No one word answers: you’ve passed the test on paper - now back it up in person.
2. What you can do for them, not what they can do for you.
3. Be humble: assertive, not aggressive.
4. Display energy! People hire people they like.
5. SELL YOURSELF: This is the primary objective of the interview. Everything that you say must market
yourself and personality as THE candidate for the job.

THINGS TO REVIEW
1. HISTORY OF EXPERIENCE
a. Account for any gaps
b. Legitimize all reasons for leaving
c. No negativity about any jobs, bosses, responsibilities, company, etc.
2. CURRENT JOB
a. What is a typical day – be able to paint a picture with words.
b. Responsibilities – describe in detail; don’t take it for granted they have your resume.
c. Accomplishments – describe in detail.
d. What are you looking for in your next position – this answer should be general enough so as not to
close you out of the opportunity.
3. STRENGTHS
Candidate must understand regardless of how the question is posed. He/she must get these points across!!!
What are your strengths?
NOT VALID: “boy scout traits”: hard working, quick learner, people person, etc.

FOCUS ON WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TABLE
Numbers driven
Analytical abilities
Problem solver
Multi-tasking
Ability to interface with people at all levels
Organizational skills
Time management
Do not give a laundry list. Back it up with examples to distinguish yourself.
*Match your confirmed skills with the job orders required skills… Convince the hiring manager you have what
they want.
4. WEAKNESSES
a. Use a weakness they had in the past, identified and improved upon. This demonstrates ability to think
critically of oneself, welcoming constructive criticism and show progressive thinking.
b. Make this a hidden strength.
c. Avoid using “perfectionist”.

5. COMMON QUESTIONS TO BE PREPARED FOR
a. What do you want to do?
b. Where do you see yourself five years from now? This answer must relate to where the position can
progress to.
c. What are you looking for in your next position? This answer must relate to where the position can
progress to.
d. What has been a problem that you have overcome?
e. What do you think of this role?
6. QUESTIONS TO ASK
a. “So, do you have any questions for me?” – You should always have questions even if only to confirm
what was already discussed.
Objective of a question on an interview is twofold—
1. To get a better understanding of position/culture/organization
2. Give you another opportunity to market yourself
a. Job function?
b. What would I expect in a typical day?
c. What is the structure of the department – who reports to who?
d. How would you characterize the culture of the department/organization?
e. What are the essential characteristics you are looking for in the person that fills this
position?
You should comment on every answer. Once again, this is a chance to market yourself!
7. QUESTIONS NOT TO ASK
Questions that beg “what’s in it for me?”
Remember: the objective of the interview is to sell yourself on what you can do for them not what they can do for
you. Hours, Benefits, Growth, Salary – These questions will all be answered, but not on an initial interview.
8. SALARY
When asked, “What are you looking for?”
“Although, I’m hoping for a bump, I am really focusing on the opportunity.”
“The money is definitely negotiable.”
If the client pins you down to a number, give a realistic range. “The interviews I’m going on tend to be in the
$_______ to $_______ range.”
Answer as carefully as you can so you do not price yourself out a job or cheat yourself out of money!
9. CLOSE
Always end the interview on a positive note!
a. Be gracious and thank the interviewer for his/her time.
b. Show interest and ask for the next step in the interview process
c. Ask if they have any hesitation towards considering you as a candidate for this role.
d. The client should never call us to say they liked you but couldn’t read your interest level – you lose
the edge if you don’t express interest.

Before the Interview
What you need to do

1. RESEARCH THE ORGANIZATION
Find out some basic information about the organization before you go for the interview. Search for any recent
press releases you should know about. You will be in a better position to ask intelligent questions and you will
impress the interviewer with your initiative and your knowledge of the organization.
2. RESEARCH THE JOB
Employers often list more qualifications in the job posting than can realistically be met by most potential
candidates. Frequently, this is done as a pre-screening device in order to reduce the number of applicants for the
position by setting up artificial barriers. You should not allow this to discourage you or prevent you from pursuing
the position.
3. GO OVER YOUR RESUME
Know your resume like the back of your hand. If you answer a question based on your resume incorrectly, you
can lose all credibility with the employer. Make sure you know the dates of employment for your previous
employers. Your resume should be as close to perfect as possible. You should read over your resume before the
interview so you will be confident answering any question based on it.
4. PREPARE AND ANTICIPATE QUESTIONS
Anticipate questions that may be asked of you in an interview. Prepare answers beforehand to some of the more
difficult or sensitive questions. This does not mean memorizing responses or writing a script. It does mean
planning the points you want to make. Also, prepare questions you would like to ask the employer. For example,
“How do you evaluate job performance?”
Review the “Good Answers” and “Handling Difficult Questions” handouts.
5. PRACTICE GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
It is important that you use good communication skills during the interview. Focus on the following:
• Presenting yourself in a positive and confident manner
• Offering a firm handshake
• Speaking clearly and effectively
• Listening attentively and maintaining eye contact
• Avoiding the use of unnecessary verbal or non-verbal distractions
6. DRESS APPROPRIATELY
Dress professionally for the interview. Remember that you don’t get a second chance to make a first
impression. Your appearance should be neat and clean, pressed and polished. Conservative business attire
is appropriate for most settings.
7. BE PUNCTUAL
Be on time for the interview. Plan to arrive about fifteen minutes early. Check in with the interviewer or the
secretary about five to ten minutes prior to your scheduled appointment. Use your waiting time to check your
appearance, review the questions and answers you prepared, and read any company literature that may be on
display. Take advantage of this time to get a feel for the work environment by observing the surroundings and
interactions among staff.
• To be early, is to be on time.
• To be on time, is to be late
• To be late, is inappropriate.

GENERAL INTERVIEW ADVICE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dress professional; you don’t get a second chance to make a first impression
During the interview is NOT the time to decide if you want the job or not.
The goal of the interview is to receive the offer so you will have a decision to make.
When asked what you are looking for in your next position, be sure to describe in terms of the job
description and company direction.
Tell the employer why you want this particular position.
Tell the employer why you are qualified to fill this particular position.
Show interest. Ask for the next step in the interview process.
For Phone interview: Stand up while talking. Your voice will reflect if you are sitting or relaxing on
the couch. Smile while talking. You can “hear” a smile over the phone.

GOOD ANSWERS TO HELP YOU MASTER EVEN THE MOST GRUELING
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEW
Most people make two devastating mistakes when being interviewed:
1. Failing to listen to the question. Annoying the interviewer by either giving an answer to a question that wasn’t
asked, or by giving out a lot of superfluous information.
2. The attempt to answer questions with virtually no preparation. The glibbest person on earth, even the most
skilled debater, cannot answer questions off the cuff without damaging the changes for success.

Below you will find sixteen of the most asked questions – regardless of the job classification. If you
study these questions carefully and develop a strong response for each one, your candidacy will
receive prime consideration.
1. Why do you want to work here?
Because you have done your homework on the company, you know exactly why you want to work there. Just
organize your reasons into several short hard-hitting sentences. Example: “You make the best product on the
market today.” Your management is farsighted enough to reinvest the company’s profits so that you will soon
be the leader in this industry.
2. Why do you want to change jobs?
This is one of the first questions interviewers ask. Be sure you are ready to answer it satisfactorily. If you are
currently in a dead-end position, locked out of advancement opportunities, explain this. The interviewer will
understand. If you job has become routine, and void of learning experiences, say so. If you feel your present
employer is losing ground to competition through no fault of yours, the interviewer will also accept that. If
you say that you hate your boss, you might also end up hating the interviewer. If you say you are bored,
they’ll view you as just another job-hopper. Be careful.
3. Why have you changed job so frequently?
This question is crucial. In fact, an unsatisfactory answer to this one is among the top reasons why candidates
fail to get the jobs they want. Convince the interviewer that your job-hopping days are over. If you feel it was

a mistake leaving previous jobs so soon, say so, and at the same time remind the interviewer that your
performance was never in question. Honesty is appreciated. If something in your personal or business life has
recently changed and would affect your future stability, come right out with the facts.
4. What interests you most about this position?
Give a truthful-but-brief answer such as “The challenge” or “The future”, “The environment” or “The
competitiveness”. This response will force the interviewer to ask you to explain, giving you yet another
opportunity to demonstrate your profound knowledge of the company.
5. What is your greatest strength?
Isolate high points from your background and build in a couple of the key value profiles from different
categories. You will want to demonstrate pride, reliability and the ability to stick with a difficult task yet
change course rapidly when required. You can rearrange the previous answer here. Your answer in part might
be: “I believe in planning and proper management of my time. And yet I can still work under pressure.”
6. What is your energy level like? Describe a typical day.
You must demonstrate good use of your time. You believe in planning your day beforehand and that when it
is over, you review your own performance to make sure you are reaching the desired goals. No one wants a
part-time employee, so you should sell your energy level. For example, your answer might end with: “At the
end of the day when I’m ready to go home, I make it a rule to always type one more letter (make on more call,
etc.) and clear my desk for the next day.
7. How have you helped sales/profits/cost reductions?
Have your hero stories ready and be willing to prove that you have made significant contributions in one of
more of these basic areas. Keep your explanations short and try to include specific dollar amounts.
8. How many people have you supervised?
Similar to the “hired/fired” question, the interviewer is trying to determine the depth of your experience. Do
not exaggerate!
9. What are the reasons for your success?
It is best to keep this answer very general, permitting the interviewer to probe more deeply. Offer a short list
of positive character traits that describe YOU. Example: “I like to work hard.”, “I get along with all kinds of
people and I know how to listen.”, or “I pay close attention to details; I know how to watch costs and keep
difficult customers smiling.”
10. What would you like to be doing five years from now?
To answer this question, make sure you know exactly what can or cannot be accomplished by the ideal
candidate in your shoes. Too many job-hunters butcher this question because they have not done their
homework and have no idea where their career will lead them. If you see yourself at another company or in
another department of the company you are interviewing with, then tread lightly.

11. What kind of experience do you have for this job?
Summarize four or five key areas of experience you know you can bring to your new job. Demonstrate how
each one will help the interviewer’s company solve their problems. For example, “My experience in new
product introductions will be very helpful to your entire marketing effort” or “My industrial design
background will strengthen your sales-force capability in dealing with large clients.”
12. What kinds of decisions are most difficult for you?
Be human and admit that not everything comes easily. But be care about what you do admit. “I find it difficult
to decide which of two good employees must be let go.” Or, “It is difficult for me to tell a client when he’s
running his business badly.”
13. What are your biggest accomplishments?
Keep your answers job related. If you exaggerate contributions to major projects you will be accused of
suffering from “coffee-machine syndrome”. The afflictions of the junior clerk who claimed success for an
Apollo space mission based on his relationships with certain scientists established at the coffee machine.
14. What training/qualifications do you have for a job like this?
Deliver a short, fact-filled summary of your two or three most important qualifications. “I have a background
in accounting. I’ve demonstrated proven selling skills. I’m capable of handling several projects
simultaneously.”
15. How do you feel about your progress to date?
Never apologize for yourself. This is a good time to drop hero stories. “I think I’ve done well, but I need new
challenges and opportunities.” “No one in my company has advanced as fast as I have.” “I think you’ll agree
that I’ve accomplished quite a bit in the last five years.”
16. Why should I hire you?
The interviewer does not want a lengthy regurgitation of your resume. They do not want a barrage of facts
and figures. They are interested in testing your poise and confidence. So give a short generalized summary
like, “I have the qualifications to do the job that needs to be done and my track record proves it.”

